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Notice

Oslo, 14-September-2018

Visma Business Standard reporting package 13.01.0.1

All information in this documentation may be changed without warning and does not represent an obligation
on the part of the manufacturer.

All material in this documentation and the programs it concerns are protected by copyright legislation and
the specially entered into Agreement concerning usage rights and maintenance. All rights to this material are
the property of Visma Software International AS. Any copying or duplication of the material in this book,
including without limitations, text, screen appearance, icons or methods, is prohibited.

As part of its continuous development of the system, Visma Software International AS may change the
composition of packages, modules and functions. Visma Software International AS waives any responsibility
for any errors or omissions in the system, apart from what is clearly described in the current Agreement on
usage rights and maintenance. Use of the system on other computers than the system is licensed for is illegal
and will be reported to the police and compensation will be claimed.



Introduction

This document provides a description of the Visma Business Standard reporting package including a short
explanation of each report.

The Standard reporting package itself consists of three main components:

• Reports
• Translation (resource) files
• Visma Business Standard.rdlconfig file

The Visma Business Standard.rdlconfig file is used for deploying the Standard reporting package.
The deployment configuration file includes specifications for the translation files, the report groups, the
reports to be installed and default user groups.

Note:  To deploy the latest Standard reporting package you need Visma Reporting version 12.00.0 or
later and Microsoft SQL Server version 2008R2 or later.
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Chapter

1
Concepts and integrations

Topics:

• Deployment
• Translations
• General concepts
• Integrations

This section describes the deployment of the Visma Business Standard
reporting package and introduces relevant concepts for its use.
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Deployment
There are three different ways to deploy the Standard reporting package: from the Visma Business product
line installer, in the Visma Reporting Client and in the Visma Reporting Web Client.

Please note that the following applications need to be installed in order to deploy the Standard reporting
package:

• Visma Business
• Visma Reporting server
• Visma Reporting Client or Visma Reporting Web Client
• Visma User Directory

In addition, Visma Business, Visma Reporting and Visma User Directory need to be integrated with each
other.

Deploy the Standard reporting package from the Visma Business
product line installer
The Standard reporting package can be deployed from the Visma Business product line installer, making it
the easiest way of deployment in a new installation and in an upgrade scenario.

About this task

When prompted to the Configuration for the Visma Business Reporting Package and Dashboards in Visma
Business window in the Visma Business product line installer you need to configure the Visma Reporting Web Client
address and select if you want to activate the dashboard, as seen in the following example:

Note:  If you already have a reporting package with the name Visma Business Standard, this will be replaced
and a backup of the old reporting package will be created in a folder named Archive inside the Visma
Reporting folder.

After completing the installation, the Standard reporting package will be ready to use. The next step is to set up the user
rights for the reports. Read more about roles and other settings of Visma Reporting in the Visma Reporting user guide.

Note:  In case of an upgrade of the Standard reporting package, the previously assigned roles for each report
will be kept and any additional reports added to the Visma Business Standard folder will remain inside this
folder.
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Deploy the Standard reporting package in Visma Reporting Client
The Standard reporting package can be deployed in the Visma Reporting Client by using the Visma
Business Standard.rdlconfig file provided with the package.

Procedure

1. Open the Visma Reporting Client and click the Deployment tab.
2. Choose the level in the hierarchy where the Standard reporting package should be deployed by cliking on

a report group.

Note:  If you select the already existing Visma Business Standard report group, a new folder also
called Visma Business Standard will be created inside containing the new reports.

3. Click the Deploy report package button or do a right click of the mouse in the report group where the
Standard reporting package should be deployed and then click Deploy report package.

4. Select the Visma Business Standard.rdlconfig file provided with the package.
5. Click the Publish changes button in order to make changes visible for all reporting clients.
6. Restart your Visma Reporting Service located on the server, for the translation files to work.

Note:  It is also possible to deploy the package manually, report by report, but then the translation
files have to be copied manually to the Visma Reporting server Resource folder (\Program
Files\Visma\Reporting\Server\Resources). If not all reports of the package are needed
it may be easier to deploy the whole package and then delete the unwanted reports.

Results

The deployment installs the reports and translation files on the server.

What to do next

The next step is to set up the user rights for the reports. Read more about roles and other settings of Visma Reporting in
the Visma Reporting user guide.

Deploy the Standard reporting package in Visma Reporting Web Client
The Standard reporting package can be deployed in the Visma Reporting Web Client.

Procedure

1. Open the Visma Reporting Web Client and click the Manage Reports tab.
2. Open the report group where the Standard reporting package should be deployed.
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Note:  If you select the already existing Visma Business Standard report group, a new folder also
called Visma Business Standard will be created inside containing the new reports.

3. Click the Upload... button.

4. Select the Visma Business Standard zip folder provided with the package.

Note:  The file needs to be in zip format. It will not work if you try to upload the Visma
Business Standard.rdlconfig file.

5. Next step is to set up the user rights for the reports. Read more about setting user rights and other settings
of Visma Reporting in the Visma Reporting user guide.

Note:  It is also possible to deploy the package manually, report by report, but then the translation
files have to be copied manually to the Visma Reporting server Resource folder (\Program
Files\Visma\Reporting\Server\Resources). If not all reports of the package are needed
it may be easier to deploy the whole package and then delete the unwanted reports.

Translations
Visma Reporting translation files are copied to the Visma Reporting server folder \Program Files
(86x)\Visma\Reporting\Server\Resources.

If translations need modifications it can be done by modifying these XML-files manually.

Each report has its own translation file. In addition, there is one common file for common translations
for each category; these files are named en-GB_Business.xml, en-GB_Logistics.xml and en-
GB_Accounting.xml. Prefix of the xml file refers to the language; each report has one translation file for
each language (Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish).

More information on translations can be found in the Visma Reporting Design Guidelines document.

Note:  Currently only one set of translation files are supported. The last deployed Standard reporting
package will overwrite all translation files.

General concepts
General concepts in the Standard reporting package.

Most reports in the Standard reporting package use an overlapping set of selection criteria. Filtering is
usually available for time frames, Dynamic parameters (see page 10), and it is based on Organisational
units, besides other report specific selections.

Organisational units are defined inside Visma Business in the Company data table and the specific details
are entered in the table for each Organisational unit.

Example of Organisational units in the Company data table
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Example for the Organisational unit 1 table

After creating the Organisational units in Visma Business, they will be available as filters in Visma
Reporting.

Example of Organisational units filtering in the reports

Dynamic parameters
Dynamic parameters in Visma Business reporting package

In Visma Business reporting package the dynamic selections are used for running subscription reports
automatically throughout the year. Dynamic parameters represent past, present and future periods in time.
They are located in the drop-down list of the Select period section of the report together with the specified
date or period parameters. The dynamic parameters for periods are organized into the following time periods:

• yearly,
• tertialy,
• quarterly,
• bimonthly,
• bimonthly,
• monthly

The dynamic parameters for dates are organized into the following time periods:

• weekly,
• daily

The detailed values of the Year field:
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The detailed values of the Up to date field:

The selection in the From field has a corresponding pair in the To field.

The default values of the From and To fields:

The detailed values of the From field:

The detailed values of the To field:
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An additional pop-up window appears under the drop-down list of all selections after the Specific period
option has been selected:

An additional calendar window appears under the drop-down list of all selections after the Specific date
option has been selected:
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Accounting concepts
General concepts for the accounting reports in the Standard reporting package.

• In addition to account groups you can define in the P&L and balance sheet definition table account
intervals e.g. (#3000..3200)

• Basic sums and substractions are now supported e.g. (#3310..#3320)+(#3000..3100)-(#3600).

• Multiplying and usage of static figures is not supported (e.g. percentages).
• The same Account group can be used multiple times.
• Basic formatting of the definition is supported. You can use Bold and Underline in the definition lines.

• Other font specific settings are not yet supported.
• Modifying the Visma Business font is done in the P&L and balance sheet definition table by

clicking Font in the Design menu.
• Period parameters are based on datasets. You can choose the period parameter on the report from the

actual Visma Business Accounting period.
• Account Search uses dynamic search. Both account name and number can be used when searching.

Account intervals can also be used by separating the account numbers with a dash (-).
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Indenting
It is possible to indent the Balance and Profit and Loss reports. This functionality currently works only in
Reporting reports; this is not supported in the current version of Visma Business.

Indenting can be done by adding $ at the beginning of the definition row. One $ will indent the specific line
by three spaces.

The indented report definition in Visma Reporting:

Report notes
Report notes in Visma Business reporting package

In Visma Business, the table called Report note is used to make notes to the reports available in the
reporting package, as it can be seen in the following image:

The P&L and balance sheet definition line processing column from the P&L and balance sheet
definition line table is used to control whether the notes are shown or not for a reporting definition line:

In Visma Business reporting package the following reports support the feature of displaying report notes:

• Balance vs. Last year
• Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months
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• Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year
• Profit and loss account per organisational unit – matrix
• Profit and loss account with organisational unit - 12 months
• Profit and loss account with organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year

By default the notes are visible. They are listed as notes number on the last column of the report and they
are also listed with their content at the bottom of each page of the report, as it can be seen in the following
image:

In order to hide the notes for any of these reports, the user has to select the Do not show report notes option
from the Other options section of the report, before running the report:

Limitations

Page breaks defined in Visma Business are not supported in Visma Reporting. Also note that in the Account
group table, the Account group and the corresponding Aggregated account group cannot be the same or
have identical names.
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Integrations
Some reports in the Standard reporting package refer to data from other applications than Visma Business.
Some additional setup is required to integrate these applications with Visma Reporting.

Document Center Configuration

About this task

Pre-requisites

In case of Visma Business:

• Visma Business Services have been installed
• Document Center and Visma Business integration has been established

In case of Visma Global:

• Document Center and Visma Global integration has been established

Configuration

Procedure

1. Navigate to C:\Program Files(x86)\Visma\Reporting\Server
2. Open the file Visma.Services.Reporting.Server.exe.config
3. You need to specify following settings:

<node name="DocumentCenter">
            <setting name="Username">Put the username here</setting>
            <setting name="Password">Put the password here</setting>
            <setting name="ServerAddress">localhost</setting>
            <setting name="ServerPort">4280</setting>
          </node>

4. Replace “localhost” with the machine name where Visma Document Center has been installed. Specify
credentials for a user who has access to VismaDocument Center. We recommend creating a dedicated user
for integration purpose. You should be able to use the same username/password to logon to Document
Center

5. Restart Visma Reporting service

Document Center Enterprise Configuration

About this task

Pre-requisites

• Integration between Visma Business and Invoice Manager is setup.
• In Visma User Directory, for the selected company(s), setup the Visma Business application to point (Application

URI) to the correct Visma Business database (used by Invoice Manager also).

Configuration

Procedure

1. Navigate to C:\Program Files\Visma\Reporting\Server
2. Open the file Visma.Services.Reporting.Server.exe.config
3. You need to specify following settings:

< node  name = " InvoiceManager " >
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<!-- list servers and credentials to each one  -->
< node  name = " PutServerNameHere " >
< setting  name = " Username " > Put the username here </ setting >
< setting  name = " Password " > Put the password here </ setting >
</ node >
</ node >

4. Replace “PutServerNameHere” with the machine name where Visma InvoiceManager has been
installed. Specify credentials for a user who has access to VismaInvoice Manager. We recommend
creating a dedicated user for integration purpose

5. Restart Visma Reporting service
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Chapter

2
Report package group

Topics:

• Accounting Office internal
administration

• Accounting
• Beta reports
• Compulsory accounting
• Customer and supplier

reports
• Dashboard
• Logistics
• Reconciliation
• System
• Legacy reports

This section describes each report included in the Visma Business Standard
reporting package.
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Accounting Office internal administration
The Accounting Office internal administration folder was added to the Standard reporting package in version
10.01.0.1. At the moment it contains one report from the Accounting Office program, Invoice specification.

Invoice specification
Invoice specification has been used by Accounting Office users within the program. This report is mostly
meant for accounting office use and it lists invoices according to customer or invoice number selections.

There is an additional selection criteria to group the report by product.

These parameters will affect the report structure as seen in the following examples.

Example of Invoice specification report without Group by product

Example of Invoice specification report with Group by product and no details
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Example of Invoice specification report with Group by product and with details

Accounting
Most of the standard accounting reports use definitions in Visma Business.

See also Accounting concepts (see page 13).

Balance vs. last year
This report combines the Balance and Balance vs. Last Year reports from older versions.

The parameter Show last year controls if the figures for the previous year are shown in the report or not.
Counting of the previous year is based on the given To period parameter value.

Capital assets balance
The main purpose of the Capital assets balance report is to easily show and summarize different capital
asset transaction types and drill through to the transactions. Different transaction types are presented in
columns.

Organisational units are limited by parameter based on the Capital asset table instead of transactions.
Clicking an asset shows the transactions per chosen asset.
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Assets are shown on the report when they have 0 closing balance at the end of the run period. If the asset
is wanted to show on the report, a flag Show assets with 0 CB needs to be selected in the report selection
dialog. When the asset has transactions within the run period it will appear on the report even though it's
balance is 0 at the end of the period. When ever there is no opening balance and transactions result in 0, the
asset is never shown on the report.

EU Periodic sales
This report is used for reporting EU monthly sales to the Tax authorities.

Only sales to the EU countries are reported. The ISO Code for the customer’s country must exist in the
Country table. Country ISO Codes are hardcoded inside the report logic as follows:

Table 1: ISO code per country

Country ISO code

Austria AT

Belgium BE

Bulgaria BG

Croatia HR

Cyprus CY

Czech Republic CZ

Denmark DK

Estonia EE

Finland FI

France FR

Germany DE

Greece EL

Greece GR

Hungary HU

Ireland IE

Italy IT

Latvia LV

Lithuania LT
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Country ISO code

Luxembourg LU

Malta MT

Netherlands NL

Poland PL

Portugal PT

Romania RO

Slovakia SK

Slovenia SI

Spain ES

Sweden SE

United Kingdom GB

Domestic sales are not shown in the report. Report data is extracted from the Accounting transaction table
regardless of the source type. The user may define the turnover classes and column headers for the three
available columns.

General ledger transactions and Transactions dynamic drill through
These reports are drill through reports and are not visible in Visma Reporting as separate reports.

Drill through to these reports is made from several different accounting reports, such as the Balance vs. last
year and the Profit and loss reports. These reports show the opening balance for the chosen period on the
first line, then the account transactions and at the end the accumulated balance.

If you create your own report and want to use the dynamic version you have to provide this report the used
Organisational unit table and Organisational value as parameters from the main report.

Transactions are limited by Organisational unit parameters.
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Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months
This report is grouped by the selected Organisational units. Each unit is shown on its own page and the last
page of the report shows an aggregation of all selected Organisational units.

Drill through can be done from account groups to accounts. If the Group report by organisational units
parameter is not selected, the report will show all the company data.

The columns in the report will depend on the actual accounting periods from Visma Business and can vary
from 1 to 20 columns. The quantity of selected periods will not affect the report name.

If non-standard accounting year is used, the month name is presented after the period number. For example,
if accounting year begins in March, the first column of the report is 1(Mar).

Drill through to the Account transaction report works from each column and provides correct period and
account parameter to the drill through report.

Transactions are limited by the selected Organisational unit parameters.
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Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to
budget and last year
The structure of this report is similar to the Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months
report. The main difference is that instead of periods, figures for current, previous year and figures for the
chosen budget are shown.

Transactions are based on the selected Organisational units. Each unit is shown on its own page and the last
page of the report shows an aggregation of all selected Organisational units.

Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix
In this report it is possible to drill down from Organisational unit to periods and from account groups to
accounts.

The parameter Group by controls the Organisational unit that will be used to group the report. Drill
through is currently possible only on account level.

Transactions are limited by Organisational unit parameters.

Matrix type reports give more possibilities in reporting. However, the visibility of rows cannot be controlled
as in a normal table type report. This means that (as seen in the example below) sum rows of account reports
are expandable even though in Visma Business they are not set as expandable in Report Definition lines.
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Profit and loss account with organisational unit - 12 months
By using reports With organisational units, the drill down to organisation units is made in one page. The
chosen Group by organisational unit can be drilled down below chosen account group and account.

The columns in the report will depend on the actual accounting periods from Visma Business and can vary
from 1 to 20 columns. The quantity of selected periods will not affect the report name.

If non-standard accounting year is used, the month name is presented after the period number. For example,
if accounting year begins in March, the first column of the report is 1(Mar). You can further limit the periods
visible on the report by using the parameter Periods.

If you want to see the overall situation without grouping (which splits the data into several pages) you can do
it with the parameter Group report by organisational units.

Transactions are limited by Organisational unit parameters. This report supports double parantheses,
division and multiplication.

Profit and loss account with organisational unit - actual compared to
budget and last year
The structure of this report is similar to the Profit and loss account with organisational unit - 12 months
report. The main difference is that instead of periods, figures for current, previous year and figures for the
chosen budget are shown.

Transactions are limited by Organisational unit parameters.
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Prognosis graph
The data for this graph report is taken from the Accounting transaction table. Basically the graph shows
actual figures until the given break period. After that, budgeted values are summarized to the actual values.

Parameter controlled Break Periods are presented with a red dot.

Transaction is regarded as revenue when the account is marked as ‘Include in turnover’ in the General
ledger transaction table (Ac.Trn). Otherwise the transaction is cost. The account must be also set as ‘Profit
and loss account’ in the General ledger account table.
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Only prognosis includes budget figures from Break period.

Revenue and budget graph
The data for this graph report is taken from the General ledger transaction table. Figures for revenue, result
and budget are presented in this report.

Transaction is regarded as revenue when the account is marked as ‘Include in turnover’ in the General
ledger transaction table (Ac.Trn). Otherwise the transaction is cost. The account must be also set as ‘Profit
and loss account’ in the General ledger account table.

Transactions per account
Transactions for chosen accounts are presented in this report on separate pages.

Period balance per account is a cumulative sum, counted from the Amount.
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Transactions per organisational unit and account
This report groups account transactions per organisational unit. Running total is counted per each account
under organisational unit.

Voucher search
With Voucher search report you can search for vouchers with several different parameters.

Voucher number
You can search for several different vouchers at once. Vouchers have to be separated by comma
(e.g. 10001, 10002, 10015).

Text
You can search for a text string on the vouchers (e.g. "Ba" will find all the vouchers having the
text "Bank").

Account Type
This controls the main logic of the report. Available values are Account/Customer/Supplier/
Capital Asset. Depending on the Account Type, the Account no-parameter has different values.

Account, Customer and Supplier perform a search for vouchers from Account Transactions. With the value
Capital Asset you can search for Capital Asset transactions.
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Transactions are limited by Organisational unit parameters.

Beta reports
The Beta reports folder includes the recently added Stock value report.

Stock value
The Stock value report from Beta reports gives an overview of stock movements and balances in a certain
time frame. That data is based on the Product transaction table. All the transactions before the given period
are taken into account. Also historical stock value can be reported.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Period: Select the time frame for the report.
• Product filter: Select the products which should be considerd in the report.

• All products: Select all products or from product to product
• Warehouse: Select the warehouse

The Stock value report groups the data by chosen Product Grouping method. All the groups defined in the
Text table are in use (Groups 1…12 and Types 1…4). The report is grouped by Warehouse no..Two columns
are used in generating the new Stock value report from Beta reports: column Invoice date and Finish date.

Compulsory accounting
In the Reporting package version 3.6 the Compulsory reporting package was added to the Standard reporting
package inside the accounting folder. These reports comply with the EuroSox standards. Since version 9.00.0
the Compulsory reporting package has now its own folder and consists of following reports:

Compulsory reports
The compulsory reports combine the reports Bookkeeping specification, Account specification, Customer
specification, Supplier specification and Specification of VAT. All these reports are printed or saved as one
main report.

The report package is mandatory to run and save for Norwegian companies.
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All customers
Untick the checkbox and select customers to be included in Customer Specification.

All suppliers
Untick the checkbox and select suppliers to be included in Supplier specification.

Include accounts without transactions
Untick the checkbox to hide accounts without balances and transactions in Account specification.

Include customers without transactions and incoming balance
Tick the checkbox to see also customers without opening balance and transactions in Customer
specification.

Include suppliers without transactions and incoming balance
Tick the checkbox to see also suppliers without opening balance and transactions in Supplier
specification.

Select period
Period is referring to accounting periods. It is possible to select period with voucher dates instead.
It is recommended to run and save the compulsory report package at least every month or every
second month depending on the length of the VAT period. The report can easily include a lot of
data because the package includes several reports and contains all detailed accounting information
regarding the selected period.

Expand all
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Untick the checkbox to display less details in Bookkeeping specification, Account specification,
Customer specification, Supplier specification and Specification of VAT.

Show decimals
Untick the checkbox to exclude decimals for Bookkeeping specification, Account specification,
Customer specification, Supplier specification and Specification of VAT.

Bookkeeping specification
Bookkeeping specification is one of the reports in the Compulsory reports. The report can also be run
separately.

All accounting transactions with detailed reference information are presented in this report. The sorting is
period, voucher number and voucher date.

Account specification
Account specification is one of the reports in the Compulsory reports. The report can also be run separately.

All accounts with accounting transactions or balances are presented in this report. The sorting is account,
period, voucher date and voucher number.
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Customer specification
Customer specification is one of the reports in the Compulsory reports. The report can be run separately. The
same report can also be found under Customer reports.

All customers with transactions or balances are presented in this report. The sorting is customer number,
period, voucher number and voucher date.
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Supplier specification
Supplier specification is one of the reports in the Compulsory reports. The report can be run separately. The
same report can also be found under Supplier reports

All suppliers with transactions or balances are presented in this report. The sorting is supplier number,
period, voucher number and voucher date.

Specification of VAT
Specification of VAT is one of the reports in the Compulsory reports. The report can also be run separately.

The report is designed for Norwegian VAT settings. All transactions with turnover class differing from zero
are shown. The report contains the groups VAT payable, VAT receivable and Without VAT. Within these
groups the sorting is VAT rate, account number, period, voucher date and voucher number. For each line the
posted VAT amount is provided and also the basis amount. The column VAT rate is a control calculation of
the VAT amount as a percentage of the basis amount.
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Customer and supplier reports
Customer and supplier reports are similar packages of reports, one from customer and other from supplier
point of view.

Customer (and Supplier) age analysis
Customer age analysis is an analysis on unpaid customer invoices.

Sums are counted based on the days the user gives as parameters. Invoices are filtered on default by value
date (VaDt). If voucher date (VoDt) is preferred as a filtering basis, it can be swiched by selecting Use
voucher date instead of value date.

If Group by currency is selected the report will be shown and grouped by currency. Amount is fetched from
the field Amount in currency (RCurAm) from the Open customer entry (OpCustTr) or Open supplier
entry (OpSupTr) tables when Up to date is Today. When Up to date is selected to be other than today,
amounts are fetched from table Customer transaction (CustTr) or Supplier transaction (SupTr) and field
Amount in currency (CurAm). When Group by currency is used the total sum is removed on the report
because of different currencies.
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Customer (and Supplier) specification
Customer specification is a fairly simple list-type report that shows data from the Customer transaction (or
Supplier transaction) table.

All customers with transactions or balances are presented in this report. The sorting is customer number,
period, voucher date and voucher number.
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Customer (and Supplier) balance
Customer balance shows the customer’s opening balance for the chosen From period, period flow
(transactions between From period and To period) and ending/accumulated balance. Report data is from the
Customer transaction (or Supplier transaction) table.

Customer (and Supplier) historic ledger
A report including unpaid invoices up to a selected date.

Both reports can be run by customer/supplier and by date. All open/unpaid invoices will be included in the
balance up to the date which was selected in the report parameters. Invoices are filtered on default by value
date (VaDt). If voucher date (VoDt) is preferred as a filtering basis, it can swiched by selecting Use voucher
date instead of value date.
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Outstanding credit/debit amount
The outstanding amount at the selected date. The date selection is based on the value date.

On the customer historic ledger it shows the open customer invoice balances.

On the supplier historic ledger it shows the open supplier invoice balances.

Both the reports will ignore all transactions started 1 year later then the compression date. The reports will
assume that 1 year after the compression date has no outstanding amounts. This mean that the reports can
report wrong information if "up to date" is set within one year after the last compression date. Also it will
report wrong if there are transactions that was compressed and have their counter transaction more the 1 year
later then the last compression date.

Note:  The compression date will be taken after the transaction date / Value date, not the one the
user has set in the dialog.(For e.g: If the last transaction for the year 2013 has the date 31.10.2013,
and the user runs the compression in Visma Business and writes in the dialog 31.12.2013, the
compression date will be 31.10.2013).

Customer income (and Supplier payment) statement
This report is similar to the Customer age analysis report but instead of due invoices this report analyses
invoices that will be due in future. All date calculations are based on the estimated pay date.
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Customer (and Supplier) open accounts
This report shows invoices for the chosen customers. Each customer is on a separate page and at the end
there is a grand total for the columns Rest amount and Amount. Report data is from Supplier transaction
table or Customer transaction table. Invoices are filtered per default by value date (VaDt). If voucher date
(VoDt) is preferred as a filtering basis, it can swiched by selecting Use voucher date instead of value date.

Non-matched credit notes
The non-matched credit notes report is a simple list-type report that shows data from the Customer
transaction table. All non-matched sales credit invoices are listed.

This report is sorted by customer number.
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Dashboard
Dashboard folder consists of different kind of KPI graphs for accounting and logistic use.

Company dashboard
Company dashboard gives an overview on company's top 5 sales persons, customers, suppliers and products.

Profitability
Profitability dashboard is introduced in Report package 9.00.

Dashboard consists of four KPIs: Gross profit margin, Net profit margin, Return on capital empoyed (ROCE)
and Net profit.
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In order to execute the profitability dashboard the local definition lines must be deployed in Visma Business
in the table P&L and balance sheet definition. Profitability definitions are added automaticly as last
definition when deploying report package 9.00 via Visma Business Product Line installer. Country specific
definitions can also be found on national files for Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland and English demo. In
the group lines the option for Is definition for dashboard in Visma Reporting must be selected.

Definitions are set for the default country account charts. However it is recommended to check the account
intervals to be adjusted to company's own account chart in able to get correct results.
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Country specific account intervals for default account charts are:

Norwegian

Text Formula

COGS (#4000..4999)-(#4490)

TurnOver (#3000..3999)-(#3800)

NetProfitfromOperations (#3000..7999)-(#3800)-(#4490)

CurrentLiabilities (#2300..2999)

CurrentAssets (#1400..1999)

FixedAssets (#1000..1399)

EBITDA (#3000..5999)+(#6100..7999)-(#3800)-(#4490)

NetProfit (#3000..8999)-(#4490)

Swedish

Text Formula

COGS (#4000..4999)

TurnOver (#3000..3999)

NetProfitfromOperations (#3000..7999)

CurrentLiabilities (#2400..2999)

CurrentAssets (#1400..1999)

FixedAssets (#1000..1399)

EBITDA (#3000..7799)+(#7900..7999)

NetProfit (#3000..8999)

Danish

Text Formula

COGS (#2000..2999)

TurnOver (#1000..1999)

NetProfitfromOperations (#1000..6999)

CurrentLiabilities (#8400..9999)

CurrentAssets (#7400..7999)

FixedAssets (#7000..7399)

EBITDA (#1000..5799)

NetProfit (#1000..6999)

Finnish

Text Formula

COGS (#4000..4999)

TurnOver (#3000..3599)

NetProfitfromOperations (#3000..8999)
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CurrentLiabilities (#2600..2999)

CurrentAssets (#1500..1999)

FixedAssets (#1000..1499)

EBITDA (#3000..6799)+(#7000..8999)

NetProfit (#3000..9799)+(#9900..9999)

English

Text Formula

COGS (#4000..4999)

TurnOver (#3000..3599)

NetProfitfromOperations (#3000..7999)

CurrentLiabilities (#2400..2999)

CurrentAssets (#1400..1999)

FixedAssets (#1200..1399)

EBITDA (#3000..7099)+(#7200..8299)

NetProfit (#3000..9999)

Gross profit margin is calculated by dividing gross profit with turnover and it represents the difference
between turnover and cost of goods sold. It is expressed as a percentage.

Net profit margin is calculated by dividing net profit from operations with turnover and it represents the
difference between turnover and all the operational costs. It is expressed as a percentage. (Net profit from
operations / Turnover).
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Return on capital employed (ROCE) is calculated by dividing EBITDA with capital employed and it
describes the returns achieved from the capital employed. It is expressed as a percentage. (Capital employed:
fixed assets + current assets - current liabilities, EBITDA = Net profit from operations - depreciations -
devaluations).

The last graph of the profitability dashboard shows net profit that is calculated deducting total costs from
sales revenue. Value represents the overall performance, profitability after all costs.
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Top 5 Customers
Top 5 customers are counted from the Product transaction table

Customers are filtered by transaction type 1 (Sales) and sorted by field domestic amount (DAm). The report
is using Account. year/period
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Top 5 Products
Top 5 Products are counted from the Product transaction table

Products are filtered by transaction type 1 (Sales) and sorted by field domestic amount (DAm).The report is
using Account. year/period
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Top 5 Sales persons
Top 5 Sales persons are counted from the Product transaction table

Sales persons are filtered by transaction type 1 (Sales) and sorted by field domestic amount (DAm).The
report is using Account. year/period
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Top 5 Suppliers
Top 5 Suppliers are counted from the Product transaction table

Suppliers are filtered by transaction type 6 (Purchase) and sorted by field domestic amount (DAm).The
report is using Account. year/period
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Logistics
The logistics folder includes the standard logistic reports and also the recently added Euro SOX reports.

These are some of the main features we support in the current package:

Reports can be filtered by products and groupings. Product search is a so called dynamic search, i.e. you
can search by the product name or the product number. Product From and Product To parameters define a
range of products the report will show.
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Note:  Only 100 first/last rows are shown in both the lists.

In addition to the multi value products, you can use product groupings. In Grouping Method you can see all
the grouping columns that are defined in the Visma Business Text table for product groups and types (Groups
1...12, Types 1...4). Columns are listed based on the language the user is logged into Visma Reporting.

Note:  Grouping Methods are shown based on the language the user has logged on. If Visma
Reporting is used in English, only texts defined in English are shown in the list.

Product Grouping field lists the values based on chosen grouping column:

Organisational units limit the products in the logistics reports. Organisational units can be utilized this way as
product groupings.

No product transactions
This report lists all the products that do not have product transactions within the selected time frame.

Use the following selection criteria:

• All products: Select all products or from product to product
• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Report structure: Select the transactions type which should be considerd.
• Period: Select the time frame for the report.
• Product filter: Select the poducts which should be considerd in the report.
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You can list products that are not bought (select Transaction type = 6 - Purchase), sold (select Transaction
type = 1 - Sales), etc. inside the given period.

Order quantity variance
The order quantity variance report shows order lines where the original order quantity is different from the
actually received quantity. The report is based on the Product transaction table. The order creation date and
the open receipts column is derived from Order line table.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Report structure: Include in addition orders where the received quanity is higher than the original order

quanity
• Period: Select the time frame for the report.

Order quantity variance
Shows original quantity minus the received quantity of the same order line.

Open receipts
Shows the quantity on a order line which is ready for receiving.
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Amount outstanding receipts
Shows the currency amount of the open receipts (calculation: open receipts * price)

Purchase accrual
The purchase order accrual report shows order lines where the received quantity is different from the
invoiced quantity. The report is based on Product transaction table. The order creation date is derived
from Order line table. The right most column Total account balance can be used to reconcile product
transactions with the temporary stock accounts.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Period: Select the time frame for the report.

Note:  The report can only be used for reconciliation purpose if it is run without any parameters as
the total account balance only appears if no filters are applied. Changing the debit stock cost account
may lead to incorrect data for the period of the change because product transactions cannot be linked
with a particular record in the debit stock cost account.

Received qty
Shows the finished quantity for the order line.

Amount received
Amount for finished quantity in currency

Amount invoiced
Amount which is already invoiced in currency.

Amount received but not invoiced
Difference between the finished amount and the invoiced amount.

Total account balance
Shows the account balance for the debit stock cost account. This column appears only if the report
is run without any time period or org.units selected.

Sales order margin
The sales order margin report shows margins by seller. The report is based on the Product transaction table.
The seller is the highest level and from there you can drill down to the order level and from there to the order
line level.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Report structure: Include in addition orders where the received quanity is higher than the original order

quanity
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• Seller no: Select one or more sellers
• Flag marging below: Allows to set a minimum margin; all orders below that value will be marked in

red colour. The default value for that field is Min. margin from the Company data table
• Show only orders with margins below the minimum margin: Hide all records which are not below

the margin set in the selection screen.
• Apply margin check Choose whether the margin comparison should be based on the order or on each

order line; it is only available if Show only orders with margins below the minimum margin is
selected. Selecting orders will only show records on the report where the order margin is below the set
minimum margin. If order lines are selected then all orders will show where at least one order line is
below the minimum margin.

• Period: Select the time frame for the report.

Seller
Main grouping criteria for the report. In the seller row we also display the number of orders for
that seller and the margin.

Total cost
Aggregated value on order level.

Total invoiced (excl. VAT)
Aggregated value on order level.

Margin
The margin is shown on seller level, order level and order line level.

Stock turnover
This report helps you to create ABC classification on the products. That data is based on the Product
transaction table. The total value of the sold products within a given period is divided by the average value of
the stock.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Period: Select the time frame for the report.
• Product filter: Select the poducts which should be considerd in the report.

• All products: Select all products or from product to product
• Grouping method: Choose the grouping method
• Grouping: Select one or more groups
• Class A from: Select the limit for class A products
• Class B from: Select the limit for class B products
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• Warehouse: Select the warehouse

Balance In
The balance at the beginning of the given period.

Period Movement
The change in balance inside the given period.

Accumulated balance
Balance In + Period movement.

Stock value
The stock value report gives an overview of stock movements and balances in a certain time frame. That data
is based on the Product transaction table. All the transactions before the given period are taken into account.
Also historical stock value can be reported.

Use the following selection criteria:

• Organisational units: Restrict the report to the selected organisational units.
• Period: Select the time frame for the report.
• Product filter: Select the products which should be considerd in the report.

• All products: Select all products or from product to product
• Warehouse: Select the warehouse

The Stock value report groups the data by chosen Product Grouping method. All the groups defined in the
Text table are in use (Groups 1…12 and Types 1…4). The report is grouped by Warehouse no..
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Reconciliation
Reconciliation reports are tools for the main user of the system.

With reconciliation reports you can:

• Find missing transactions.
• Find errors in your processes that cause missing transactions or wrong costs.

Note:  Reconciliation reports may take a lot of resources from database server, especially if Visma
Business uses a large database. Therefore before you run any of these reports, consider carefully
when you run and with what parameters you run the reports.

Stock reconciliation
The Stock reconciliation report shows differences between between product transactions and corresponding
vouchers in the general ledger.

Using the Stock Reconciliation Report

Account
Include here only your purchase and/or sales accounts. The report will have more or less transactions in
accounting than is needed.

The matching method

Invoice
Product Transaction’s invoice field (ProdTr.InvoNo) against Account transactions invoice-field
(AcTr.InvoNo).

Journal
The Realisation Journal Lines table is used between Product and General ledger transaction tables.
(ProdTr.JNo = RealJLn.OrdJNo and AcTr.JNo = RealJln.VoJNo).

Source Type
This is the source type the product transaction gets when it is transferred into the General Ledger (table
Account Transactions, AcTr).
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Transaction type Matching method Source Type

1. Sales Invoice 9 and 16

4. Adjustments Journal 16

5. Further processing Journal 16

6. Purchase Journal 23

7. Production Journal 16

In the main report, transactions are grouped by the transaction type. Drill downs are made to the period. Red colour in
the figure indicates that there is a difference between accounting and logistics.
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Period opens a drill through report to the period’s transactions:
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Note:  The Journal Drill Through report is a summary report; the rows are not actual transactions. If matching
is done against Journal/Voucher, there may be several invoices or orders behind this row. Only the latest values
in the database are shown here. If there is a difference, you should check the actual transactions from Visma
Business to do further investigations.

System
The system folder contains system administration/security related reports.

User access conflict
The user access conflict report shows records which are defined as conflicts in the Access conflict definition
table.
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Company
This column shows the company name where the conflicting access is related to.

Conflict no
ID of the record in the access conflict definition table.

Access type 1
This column shows the type of access

• Insert rows
• Update rows
• Delete rows
• Read rows
• Read field
• Write to field
• Processing
• Report
• General command
• Miscellaneous function

Access item 1
This column shows the access item. The item belongs to the access type 1 category.

Access type 2
This column can have the same values as access type 1. It defines together with Access item 2 the
conflicting access to the selection in access type 1/access item 1.

Access item 2
This column can have the same values as access item 1. It defines together with Access type 2 the
conflicting access to the selection in access type 1/access item 1.
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User login activity
The user login activity report shows log in and log off activities of all users.

The report can be run by time period (from date, to date) and/or it can be limited by selecting one or more
users in addition to the time setting.

Logged out by
Active sessions can be stopped by other users. In these cases the user name (who stopped the
session) will be marked in red colour.

Aborted
This column indicates the session was stopped. The session may have been stopped by another
user or by the same user when logging into the system a second time, which may stop the original
session automatically.

Legacy reports
The legacy folder contains reports that are no longer supported but left available for users in earlier versions.
Similar features have been introduced in other reports that we recommend to be used. Currently the legacy
reports are Account balance, Transactions per customer and Transactions per supplier.
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Appendix

A
Report package new features and
improvements

Topics:

• Report package 13.01.0.1
• Report package 13.00.0.1
• Report package 12.10.0.1
• Report package 12.01.0.1
• Report package 12.00.0.1
• Report package 11.10.0.1
• Report package 11.01.0.1
• Report package 11.00.0.1
• Report package 10.01.0.1
• Report package 10.00.0.1
• Report package 9.10.3.2
• Report package 9.10.3.1
• Report package 9.10.1.1
• Report package 9.10.0.1
• Report package 9.01.2.1
• Report package 9.01.0
• Report package 9.00.0
• Report package 8.01.0
• Report package 8.00.0
• Report package 3.8.1b
• Report package 3.8.1
• Report package 3.7
• Report package 3.6.1
• Report package 3.6
• Report package 2.1

Changes made in the latest release are summarized here.

Report package version 13.01.0.1

In this release there are logic improvements on two Profit and loss
reports.

Report package version 13.00.0.1

In this release there are improvements on several different reports. If
compression has been used please have a look at the release notes for
13.00.0.1 to check how supplier and customer historic ledgers have been
updated to support compression better.

Report package version 12.10.0.1

In the version 12.10.0.1 of the report package there are translation fixes for
Finland.

Report package version 12.01.0.1

In this release we have added improvements to product selection on four
logistic reports.

Report package version 12.00.0.1

In the report package 12.00.0.1 there are minor improvements related to
Customer open accounts and Dashboard.

Report package version 11.10.0.1

We introduce a new feature with the report package 11.10.0.1 that allows
upgrading the report package inside Visma Business. This enables the
possibility to upgrade the report package without running the Visma
Business product line setup.

Report package version 11.01.0.1

In the version 11.01.0.1 of the report package there has been improvements
for different profit and loss reports. We have added a total profit and loss
to check the outcome/bottom line at the end of the report on two different
reports. Also support has been improved for double paranthesis, division
and multiplication.
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Report package version 11.00.0.1

In the version 11.00.0.1 of the report package there are fixes related to
Customer and Supplier historic reports when matching has been done
on another period than the original transaction. Also manual VAT postings
are now taken into account on the VAT specification and more support on
structures have been done on the Saler order margin.

Report package version 10.10.0.1

In the version 10.10.0.1 of the report package there are small translation
fixes. They are mostly related to Norwegian translations in Profit and
Loss reports and Customer reports.

Report package version 10.00.0.1

In the version 10.00.0.1 of the report package we introduce several new
features.

All the reports (except the not supported legacy reports) will now support
dynamic parameters as an option to select the correct period or date
selection. Old style dates and periods are supported the same way as before
and treated as default selection for the reports. They are how ever bundled
in the same selection, so appearence on the selection page has changed a
bit. For the customers using subscriptions dynamic parameters bring new
value by making subscriptions reaccurring monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly
etc. Also for example monthly reports are simple to run even ad-hoc when
the dynamic selection is always up to date. You can read more about the
dynamic selections under the section Dynamic parameters.

Another new feature in this report package is the support for comments on
reports. It is now possible to write comments for 6 reports:

• Balance vs. Last year
• Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months
• Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to

budget and last year
• Profit and loss account per organisational unit – matrix
• Profit and loss account with organisational unit - 12 months
• Profit and loss account with organisational unit - actual compared to

budget and last year

Comments will be written in Visma Business related to for example for a
specific account or account group and it is then optional whether to show
them or not on reports in Visma Reporting. You can read more details
under the section Report notes.

Also new features related to parameter selection checkboxes have been
introduced in some of our reports. Age analysis reports support now
showing transactions in different currencies when "Group by currency" is
used. "Use page break" on customer and supplier open accounts will make
pagebreak optional.

Report package version 9.10.3.1

We introduce the Report package 9.10.3.1 together with Visma Business
release 9.10.3. Fixes have been made for reports Balance vs. last
year, Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months
and Customer and Supplier specification. A new checkbox Include
periods without transactions has been introduced for the report Stock
reconciliation.
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Report package version 9.10.1.1

We introduce the Report package 9.10.1.1 together with Visma Business
release 9.10.1. Fixes have been made for reports Voucher, Customer and
Supplier specification and Transactions per organisational unit and
account. More detailed information about these improvements can be
found under section improvements that sums up all the reporting package
improvements by version and case number.

Report package version 9.10.0.1

We introduce the Report package 9.10.0.1 together with Visma Business
release 9.10.0. There are minor additions related to Norwegian translations.

Report package version 9.01.2.1

In the version 9.01.2.1 release of report package we introduce several
improvements regarding reported bugs in the profit and loss reports as well
as customer/supplier open accounts and the stock value report.

With the version 9.01.2.1 we start releasing the standard reporting package
monthly always at the end of month. Whenever there is a Visma Business
release in the same month, the updated report package will be released
together with the release date of Visma Business. The version numbering
of the Report package will follow the versioning of Visma Business. The
last digit will tell how many releases of the reporting package have been
made within the same version of Visma Business. For example the next
release in December will be together with Visma Business 9.10.0 and the
version number for the Report package is then 9.10.0.1

Report package version 9.01.0

In the version 9.01.0 release of report package, we have introduced one
new feature and several minor improvements regarding translations,
aligning parameter selections and table headers, improving cosmetical
errors and extra spaces splitting reports on multiple pages.

We are happy to announce that we have introduced a new checkbox option
for choosing between filtering reports by Value date or Voucher date. This
feature has been added to six historic reports

Customer / Supplier age analysis

Customer / Supplier historic ledger

Customer / Supplier open accounts

More detailed information about these improvements can be found under
title improvements that sums up all the reporting package improvements by
version and case number.

Report package version 9.00.0

In the version 9.00.0 release of report package, we have introduced several
improvements and also couple of new features as well as a new dashboard
for profitability.

Focus for the improvements in this package are related the to the reports'
appearance and aligning the selection criteria in the Visma Reporting
Client. All reports follow now new theme and the colors, images, line
height, font size, font family and also header and footer information are
updated. The parameter selection pages have gone through a major update
since Report package 8.01.0. The structure on all reports follow now the
same order and they are grouped and organised systematically: Report
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name, organisational units, report structure, periods, products/classes,
visible columns, and as last other options. A lot of corrections were made
also for all 5 languages related to parameter selection texts as well as
report texts. All the reports have now corrected default values in the period
fields when using either period selection or date selection. As a default the
periods and dates refer to current year or current month depending on the
report.

As a new feature all reports have now the possibility to show content with
decimals or without. Also the possibility to expand all figures was added
into all reports. Customer open accounts and Supplier open accounts
have an addition of grand total row, that sums up the rest amount and
amount to be compared to general ledger for accounting purposes.

We introduce in the Report package 9.00.0 the Profitability dashboard.
It consists of four KPI graphs; Gross profit margin, Net profit margin,
ROCE and Net profit. When drilling into to the graph, the reports shows
more detailed information from the selected year. More about the content
and the way the values are calculated you can find in this same guide,
under dashboard.

More detailed information about these improvements can be found under
title improvements that sums up all the reporting package improvements by
version and case number.
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Report package 13.01.0.1
VB-7802 - Improvements in Profit and loss account per org.unit - 12 months and Profit and loss per org.unit -
actual compared to budget and last year

There has been several improvements in the two above profit and loss reports:

1. Account group that includes a & sign is now correctly handled in the Formula field in P&L and balance sheet
definition line table.

2. If Account group was a pure numeric value it caused earlier miscalculation. Both profit and loss reports treat
numeric values in the Formula field now as numeric values and no lookup and calculation for Account group is
done in this case. Logic is the same now as in Visma Business reports.

3. If division was done with a 0 or with a Account group that had balance of 0 it caused the reports to crash. This has
been solved.

Report package 13.00.0.1
VB-7114 - Deviating accounting year not supported in Account balance report

Account balance report calculated the incoming balance wrong on the start of the accounting year if deviating
accounting year was used. This has now been fixed.

VB-7212 - Period 15 miscalculated

Reports Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months and Profit and loss account with
organisational unit - 12 months have been updated to calculate period 15 correctly. Before it was calculating period 16
instead of the correct 15. This could have been an issue for accounting years longer than 12 periods.

VB-6439 - Reports Supplier historic ledger and Customer historic ledger do not handle compression of supplier/
customer transactions in Visma Business

The reports Supplier historic ledger and Customer historic ledger reported wrong information after a compression
was performed in Visma Business.That was fixed: the reports will ignore all transactions started 1 year later then the
compression date.The reports will assume that 1 year after the compression date has no outstanding amounts. This mean
that the report can report wrong information if "up to date" is set within one year after the last compression date.Also it
will report wrong if there are transactions that was compressed and have their counter transaction more the 1 year later
then the last compression date.

Note:  The compression date will be taken after the transaction date/Value date, not the one the user has set in
the dialog.(For e.g: If the last transaction for 2013 has the date 31.10.2013, and the user runs the compression
in Visma Business and writes in the dialog 31.12.2013, the compression date will be 31.10.2013).

VB-6681 - Wrong calculated result in previous year in Balance vs. last year report

The report Balance vs. last year was displaying incorrect result for previous year.That was fixed. And also no errors are
generated if no periods for previous accounting year (or years before).

VB-7213 - ISO code for Greece is missing in EU Periodic Sales report

The official ISO code for Greece is GR. The ISO code GR was missing in EU Periodic Sales report. That was fixed
and added to the report so it is taken into account when getting the results for EU periodic sale.

VB-7398 - Wrong Danish translation for VAT code in Transactions per account report

The Danish translation for the header VAT code was incorrect in report Transactions per account. The header
"CVR.nr " is now "Momskode" in the report Transactions per account, in Danish language.

VB-7188 - Wrong translation in Access Conflict report

The translations for the Access type in Access Confict report were wrong. All the translations are fixed. For getting the
correct translations, it will also require a new version of Visma Reporting.

Note:  One small change is that the user will not see the full hierarchy of "General commands", but it shall see
the number of the "General command".

VB-7455 - Supplier included in the Top 5 suppliers report with 0 value if the order is only saved and not finished
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The supplier was included in the Top 5 suppliers report with 0 value, if the order is only saved and not finished when
the report is running with date equal to order date. That only occurred when having less than 5 suppliers in the selected
period of the report. That was fixed by filtering those lines with 0 amount from Product transaction table and not show
0 values.

VB-7411 - Large values not handled correctly in Profit and loss account per/with org.units - 12 months

An error message was displayed when running the reports Profit and loss account per/with org.units - 12 months with
large values that were not handled correctly (amounts with 10 digits).That was fixed by replacing all data type in the
report to a larger value so it can handle amounts with 10 digits.

Report package 12.10.0.1
VB-6607 - Customer and Supplier specification missing Finnish translations

Missing Finnish translations have been added for reports Customer specification and Supplier specification.

VB-6481 - Missing translations for report No product transactions

Report No product transactions has been updated with Finnish translations.

Report package 12.01.0.1
VB-5436 - All products can not be selected when running Logistics reports and Beta reports

There is a limitation in the Logistics reports, which have the product filtering criteria: all products can not be selected,
only 100 products are visible in the drop down list.Same number of visible products in the latest Stock value report
fromBeta reports group.A check box was added in the filtering area for products: All products to the following
Logistic reports and also in the Stock value report from Beta reports group:

• Stock value report
• Stock turnover report
• No product transactions report
• Stock value report from Beta reports

VB-5646 - Organisational unit displayed in the account name

When running the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months there was additional
information on the account name. Organisational unit is no longer part of the account name.

Report package 12.00.0.1
VB-4899 - Rest amount missing on the Customer open accounts report

The field Rest Amount was empty in Customer open accounts report. Now the Rest Amount for each customer
invoice can be found on the report and at the end there is a grand total for the column Rest Amount. Report data is
fetched from Open customer entry table.

VB-3922 - Deviating accounting year is not taken into account on Company dashboard reports

Company dashboard and company's top 5 sales persons, customers, suppliers and products reports were using Year/
Per. instead of Account. year/period. Now all Company dashboard reports are using Account. year/period.

VB-4989 - Flag name Show rows with credit flow and debet flowrenamed

Capital assets balance report has a flag called Show rows with credit flow and debet flow. This has been renamed to
be more describing. New name is Show assets with 0 CB. The purpose of the flag is to show assets that have closing
balance of 0 for the run period but transactions within the selected period.

Report package 11.10.0.1
VB-3097 - Limitation groups not applied
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Limitation groups established in Visma Business were not applied to the users when using Windows login in Visma
User Directory. This has been solved.

VB-4255 - Deploy and upgrade reporting package from Visma Business

It is now possible to deploy or upgrade the standard reporting package from inside Visma Business. The option is
available in the System information table under the Set Visma Reporting parameters processing.

Note:  The VUD login option needs to be enabled in the System information processing field.

VB-3745 - New Stock value report

A new Stock value report is released for piloting usage. Development is still ongoing, but because of the great need for
a stock value report that shows finished stock value the beta report is delivered.

The beta version can be found in a new folder in the package called Beta reports for partners and system administrators
to look at and give their feedback. There are some known issues on the report such as

Loan and hire are not fully supported

Units, price units and price quantities are not supported

Report package 11.01.0.1
VB-959 - New Total page in Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months and Profit and
loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year showing the total sum of all
organisational units

There has been introduced a total profit and loss for selected organisational units at the end of the report for checking
the outcome/bottom line.

VB-4031 - Double parenthesis not taken into account in the report package - Profit and loss account per
organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year

Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year report does now support
double parenthesis, division and multiplication.

Report package 11.00.0.1
VB-2915 - Expansion of organisational units not working in Profit and loss account per organisational unit -
matrix

In the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix there is a possibility to expand the
organisational units visible to the right per month. This feature was broken in the Report package 10.00.0.1 and has now
been fixed.
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VB-2305 - Structures are not fully supported in Sales order margin report

Sales order margin now takes into account if an order line cost has been exempt from totals.

VB-2392 - Manual VAT postings are not visible in the VAT specification

In the report VAT specification manual direct postings to a VAT account were not taken into consideration. Posting
VAT directly to a VAT account is not reccommended to do, but it is now supported in the report if there is a need for it.

VB-2392 - matching querys in Customer and supplier historic reports when different value date and voucher date

There has been a change in the query regarding matching against (Paid date) in tables Matched customer transaction
and Matched supplier transaction. Before Paid date was checked against value date and voucher date filtering on the
reports. When matching invoices or payments the field Paid date gets it's date from Voucher date. When value date
was used as a filter criteria on the report, matching was not correct if value date was something else than voucher date.
This could happen for example when a correction voucher is done on the next period and value date is on a later period
than voucher date. This resulted report to NOT show open entries on original period as Paid date was later. Changes
have been done in the following reports:

• Supplier age analysis and it's drill trough report
• Customer age analysis and it's drill trough report
• Supplier historic ledger
• Customer historic ledger
• Supplier open account
• Customer open account

VB-2388 - Double parantheses not taken into account in the report package - The Profit and Loss with org unit -
12 months

The Profit and Loss with org unit - 12 months report does now support double parantheses, division and
multiplication. This change has some effect on performance.

Report package 10.01.0.1
VB-2116 - New currency feature in Customer and Supplier historic ledgers

In reports Customer historic ledger and Supplier historic ledger there is a new checkbox implemented called "Group
by currency". This feature will show supplier and customer transactions groupped by their currency. When "Group
by currency" is selected the report will change fetching data from field Outstanding amount in currency to field
Amount in currency in the tables Open supplier entry, Supplier transaction, Open customer entry and Customer
transaction.

VB-2125 - New currency feature in Customer and Supplier payment statements

In reports Customer income statement and Supplier payment statement there is a new checkbox implemented called
"Group by currency". This feature will show supplier and customer transactions groupped by their currency. When
"Group by currency" is selected the report will change fetching data from field Outstanding amount in currency
to field Amount in currency in the tables Open supplier entry, Supplier transaction, Open customer entry and
Customer transaction.

VB-1817 - New report Invoice specification in the standard report package

A new report Invoice specification has been added to the standard report package. Previously it has been used by
Accounting Office users within the program. Report is mostly ment for accounting office use and it lists invoices
according to customer or invoice number selections.

VB-948 - Selection for customer or supplier not visible in Customer Balance  or Non-matched credit notes

A new tag has been added to Customer Balance  andNon-matched credit notes to show the selected customers or
suppliers.

VB-2113 / 67667194 - In Customer Balance  report All rows are hidden if transaction sum= 0

When accounting year does not have any Customer transactions the report Customer balance hid all the rows on the
report. That including customers with incoming balance. Customers with IB but without transaction should be shown in
a balance report always. This has now been fixed.
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Report package 10.00.0.1
VB-2009 - New currency feature in Customer and Supplier age analysis reports

In reports Customer age analysis and Supplier age analysis there is a new checkbox implemented called "Group
by currency". This feature will show supplier and customer transactions groupped by their currency. When "Group
by currency" is selected the report will change fetching data from field Outstanding amount in currency to field
Amount in currency in the tables Open supplier entry, Supplier transaction, Open customer entry and Customer
transaction.

VB-2004 - Improvements in Profit and loss reports

In reports Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year and Profit and
loss account with organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year improvements have been made to
unify the titels of the columns and selected parameters to match eachother more clearly.

1. Tag "Current period" was changed to SELECTED PERIOD

2. Tag "So far this year" was changed to SO FAR SELECTED YEAR

3. Tag "Period previous year" was removed

4. Tag "Budget" shows the budget name instead of the number

VB-1178 - Supported report notes in Balance vs. Last year and Profit and loss reports

In Visma Business, a new table called Report note has been created. This table can be used to make notes to the reports
available in the reporting package.

A new column called P&L and balance sheet definition line processing has been also added to the P&L and balance
sheet definition line table. This column can be used to control whether the notes are shown or not for a reporting
definition line.

VB-1365 - Dynamic selections supported in Visma Business reporting package

In Visma Business standard reports there is the need of supporting the subscription functionality in order to run
automatic reports. This functionality helps users save time by not needing anymore to run manually the reports. To
support this functionality new dynamic parameters had been introduced in the select parameters section of the reports.

In some of the reports the old checkbox for selecting all periods at once was removed and replaced with the following
dynamic selections from the all selections drop-down list: First period of current year and Last period of current
year.

For the dynamic selections all invalid pairs from the To: field to the From: field have been removed in order to have the
logic of compatible pairs on the list. Condition is that the value of the To: field must be equal or less than the value of
the From: field. This excludes all pairs that would happen in the past.

There is also a deviation in certain value pairs that causes the subscriptions to malfunction on the first or the last
accounting period of the accounting year. This deviation has been fixed .

Report package 9.10.3.2
VB-957 Support for optional pagebreak on reports Customer open accounts and Supplier open accounts

On the following two reports Customer open accounts and Supplier open accounts a new checkbox Use pagebreak
has been implemented. Previously both reports were broken into separate pages by customer or supplier by default.
Now it is also possible to run the reports without pagebreak if needed. The checkbox is not in use by default, so the
report is behaving differently than before and everything is printed in a row by default. It is also possible to run the
report with the new Expand all checkbox. By deselecting it, only the total sums per customer/supplier are displayed
when pagebreak is not in use.

VB-2005 Deviating accounting periods not taken into consideration on Profit and loss account per organisational
unit - matrix

There was an error in the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix and deviating accounting
periods were not calculated properly. The report filtered the data only according to value date and some transactions
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might have been left out if deviating accounting periods were in use. A similar issue was found under the drill reports
General ledger transactions and General ledger transactions dynamic when drilling into transactions on account.

VB-1989 / 67658474 Running total and accumulated balance columns calculated twice on print review and on
paper

There was an error on the two columns Running total and Accumulated balance when their content was printed on
paper or viewed in the print preview in Visma Reporting. Columns were calculated twice in the code and the running
totals had totals showing twice the actual running total. Error didn't exist on normal screen preview, PDF or Excel
formats. This error has been fixed on following reports:

Accounting folder:

• Capital assets balance transactions (drill report for Capital assets balance)
• General ledger transactions (drill report for several Profit and Loss reports and Balance sheet report when drilling

into transactions on account)
• General ledger transactions dynamic (drill report for monthly Profit and Loss reports (12 months) when drilling

into a month)
• General ledger transactions daily (drill report for Balance vs. last year when using dates and drilling into

transactions on account)

Customer folder:
• Customer balance dr (drill report for Customer balance)

Supplier folder:
• Supplier balance dr (drill report for Supplier balance)

VB-1636 Sales order margin and a new tag for period

The report Sales order margin did not have a tag on it showing the selected period on the report. This has now been
added.

Report package 9.10.3.1
VB- 1768 / 67638652 - Organisational units not passed correctly on periods 10 to 20 on Profit and loss account
per organisational unit - 12 months

When running the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months there was a an error regarding
its drill report Transactions on account. When drilling in from the parent report on periods 10 to 20 the drill report
showed content for all organisational units on that certain period regardless of the organisational unit selected on the
parent report. Other issue on the drill report Transactions on account was the last column that didn't show the name of
the selected organisational unit at all. Both of these errors have now been fixed.

VB-1805 / 67653460 Error with null values on Customer and Supplier specification

When running the reports Customer or Supplier specification there was an error in handling null values in the
transactions that was introduced in the Report package 9.01.2.1 (67560008). If the data included null values the report
didn't take that into account and would show only an error message and not be runnable at all. Reports have now been
fixed both under supplier and customer folders as well as under compulsory reports.

VB-949 Periods without transactions hidden on the report Stock reconciliation

On the report Stock reconciliation all selected periods were listed and shown on the report even though some of the
periods didn't have transactions at all. There has been created a new checkbox Include periods without transactions
that gives the possibility to choose whether to show these periods on the report or not. The default is that periods
without transactions will be hidden unless the checkbox is selected to be used.

VB-1769 / 67641875 / 67643131 Deviating accounting year taken into account on Balance vs. last year for P&L
accounts opening balance

The report Balance vs. last year had an error on how to handle deviating accounting year (non-calendar accounting
year) on the OB column if profit and loss accounts where listed on the report. Only normal accounting years where
taken into account correctly with general ledger transactions. This has now been fixed.
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Report package 9.10.1.1
VB-1589 - Parameters for the drill report Voucher are not passed correctly

In the release of Report package 9.01.2.1 there was a fix related to drill reports under Profit and Loss reports
(67546978). Under these drills there was a second drill report, Voucher, which had a similar error when running report
for more than one calendar year. When running the Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix the drill
report Voucher didn't show its content if the selection was done for more than one calendar year. Now drilling trough to
the Voucher shows the whole content of the Voucher regardless of the timespan on the parameter selection. Same fix
has been implemented also on Customer open accounts voucher and on Supplier accounts voucher even though they
use different parameter, up to date.

VB-1612 / 67633326 - Error in query with identical transactions in Customer and Supplier specification.

If there were two identical transactions on the report data of Supplier specification or Customer specification the
other transaction was not shown on the report. Similar fix was done to Account specification (67575046) in Report
package 9.00.0. These errors have now also been fixed under Compulsory accounting folder as well as Customer and
Supplier folders.

VB-1613 / 67629296 - Error on running total field on the report Transactions per organisational unit and account

On the report Transactions per organisational unit and account there was an error calculating the running total field
that resulted to show #Error sign on the row if the data contained alphabetic values in the field organisational unit no..
Dimensions from R8 to R12 are alphanumeric fields in Visma Business. When for example a voucher was booked on an
organisational unit that had an alphabetic identifier, Running total field couldn't calculate the result on the report. This
has now been fixed.

Report package 9.10.0.1
VB-1504 - Profitability dashboard translated to Norwegian

In the release of Visma Business 9.00 the Profitability dashboard had not been translated to Norwegian. This has now
been fixed.

VB-937 - Partly untranslated text on EU Periodic sales

On the report EU Periodic sales some parameter selections were not translated from English. This has now been fixed.

Report package 9.01.2.1
67418200 - "Use dates" option removed from Profit and loss reports

The option for selecting a time period by using dates has been removed from three profit and loss reports due to several
errors. These reports are Profit and loss account per organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year,
Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix and Profit and loss account with organisational unit -
actual compared to budget and last year.

67514142 - Corrected stock balances not shown on the Stock value report

When products where recalculated in inventory (processes Transfer to stock count and Correct stock balances
finished), the corrected stock flow and balance calculated from the Product transaction table was not shown on the
Stock value report. There was a condition AND NOT (ProdTr.TransSt = 0 AND ProdTr.OrdNo = 0) that filtered away
transactions that had a combination of empty product Trans. status and product transaction without Order no. (stock
balance correction). This resulted the report not to show certain transactions after inventory. The condition is now
removed and corrected stock flow and balance is now shown normally on the Stock value report.

67546978 - Errors in the drill reports for Profit and Loss reports fixed

When running the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix, Profit and loss account with
organisational unit - 12 months or Profit and loss account per organisational unit - 12 months, the drill reports had
a faulty condition filtering the periods when selection was done for only one period. On report Profit and loss account
per organisational unit - matrix drilling into periodical drill report on October or November showed both periods on
a single period. Other two Profit and Loss reports showed the whole accounting year when drilling into a one period
selection. This has now been fixed.
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67560008 - Scanned column in the reports customer and supplier specification

The content in the column scanned was not always shown properly on the Customer or Supplier specification.
Instead of the Scan doc. no. in the column was shown an error message or several decimals after the actual Scan doc.
no.. This has now been fixed. The same issue was fixed under customer and supplier folder and also under folder
compulsory accounting.

67561505 - Using intervals and ranges of values on customer and supplier selections

When running any customer or supplier report, several customers and suppliers could only be chosen from a dropdown
list or being typed individually separated by a comma. No interval or range was possible to use. This has now been
fixed and ranges for example 10001, 10003-10005, 10008-10010 can be used as of now in the customer and supplier
fields on the parameter selection page.

67567194 - Customer and Supplier open accounts - rest amount column calculated twice on the pdf

When printing Customer or supplier open accounts with only one specified supplier that was not the first one on the
list, exporting to PDF the Rest amount column was calculated twice. This has now been fixed.

67615808 - Customer and Supplier open accounts - up to date tag added

When running the reports Customer or supplier open accounts the selected parameter for set date on the report wasn't
visible on the report itself. We have now added a field up to date to show on every page of the report to identify up to
what date the report is run in history or in the future.

VB-1501 - Transparent columns in the Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix report

In the report Profit and loss account per organisational unit - matrix the background color for the first two columns
was set as transparent. This resulted the content of the report go under the first two columns when scrolling to the right
on the screen. This has now been fixed.

Report package 9.01.0
VB-498 - When running the Profit and loss per organisational unit - matrix report the content was not shown if the
timeperiod was selected for more than one calendar year. There was also an issue of not showing decimals even though
there was content smaller than one. Both of the issues have now been fixed.

67589634 - When running the General ledger transactions dynamic  report the content was not shown if the
timeperiod was selected for more than one calendar year. The drillreport was shown for example under mainreport
Profit and loss per organisational unit. This has now been fixed.

VB-1269 - When viewing a voucher image from Document Center in Visma Reporting Client the voucher image report
was split to four pages on the print layoyt view. This has now been fixed.

Improvements have been made on historic reports Customer / Supplier age analysis, Customer / Supplier historic
ledger and Customer / Supplier open accounts. All six reports have now the option for choosing whether the invoices
are filtered based on value date (VaDt) or voucher date (VoDt) on the field "up to date". Default in all reports is now
value date. Depending on country spesific accounting rules the use of voucher date and value date can vary. Remember
to check which one is the base of accounting period and which one indicates the invoice date in your company so that
you are able to reconcile the reports with accounting.

Report package 9.00.0
67500648 - The header was not shown in the report when certain parameter selections were done. This has now
been fixed on the following reports: Profit and loss per organisational unit - 12 months, Profit and loss per
organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year, Profit and loss with organisational unit - 12
months, Profit and loss with organisational unit - actual compared to budget and last year.

67522887 - Croatia became a member of the EU on 1.7.2013 and is therefore now added to the report EU Periodic
sales. ISO code for Croatia is HR.

67547350 - On the reports Customer open accounts and Supplier open accounts there were two columns that had the
same name: Rest amount. One of these columns pointed to Accumulated balance and the name is now corrected on all
5 languages. The column accumulated on the supplier open accounts was also moved as last column on the report as it
appears on the customer open accounts. The two reports are now consistent.
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67575046 - Error in query with identical transactions. If there were two identical transactions on the report data of
Account specification the other transaction was not shown on the report. This has now been fixed.

67461686 - On the Customer open accounts and Supplier open accounts reports a grand total was added to the end of
the report. Grand total row sums up the the columns Rest amount and amount.

Report package 8.01.0
67493166 - When accounting period was deleted in the accounting period table, the Profit and loss account per
organisational unit - 12 months report didn't show the header correct and some columns were not shown. This has
now been fixed.

67507077 - When changing the name of a report it didn't change on the header of the report. This has now been fixed
for some reports.

67510640 - The Profit and loss account with organisational unit – actual compared to budget and last year report
showed the same account several times on the report. This has now been fixed.

67516774 - In the The Capital assets balance report the Expand all check was not working. This has now been fixed.

67513976 - Invoice from Visma Document Center Enterprise. On the report Voucher search when drill through was
used to view a voucher image, all images had the same voucher number even though they originated from different
years. This has now been fixed.

Report package 8.00.0
67444176 - When running the Customer age analysis and the selected parameter was voucher date, the drill-down in
the report was instead performed on value date. This has been fixed.

67484430 - In the Transaction on Account report, when choosing Use date as parameter, the From date is not
displayed correctly in the report detail. This has been fixed.

67327466 - The Customer/Supplier age analysis reports can now be displayed with or without decimal numbers.

67452187 - The Profit and loss pr. org. unit - matrix report is now able to display the related account, even when the
account sum is 0. This functionality is similar to the Profit and loss with org. unit - 12 month report.

67504016 - Removed the Use Date selection in the Select parameter for these reports

• Profit and loss pr. org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year
• Profit and loss with org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year

67417988 - The following reports used to display all the transactions for the voucher when performing a drill through
using as parameter a period range. This has been fixed.

• Balance vs last year
• Profit and loss pr. org. unit - 12 month
• Profit and loss pr. org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year
• Profit and loss pr. org. unit - matrix
• Profit and loss with org. unit - 12 month
• Profit and loss with org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year

67488702 - The following reports didn't shows the leap year records. This has been fixed.

• Balance vs last year
• Profit and loss pr. org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year
• Profit and loss with org. unit - actual compared to budget and last year

67502428 - Added new dashboard reports to the reporting package. The reports are displaying the key figures of the
company.

• Company Dashboard
• Top 5 Customers
• Top 5 Products
• Top 5 Sales Persons
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• Top 5 Suppliers

Report package 3.8.1b
67480383, 67448478 - The Account Specification and Balance vs. last year reports show wrong result for all the
accounts in the General ledger account table where the Profit and loss account column have the value x. The correct
scenario is if the Profit and loss account column in the General ledger account table have the value x then the
Opening Balance should be the current year. If the Profit and loss account column in the General ledger account
table have empty value then the Opening Balance should be the all the previous year until now.

67480022 - When printing the report Customer open accounts, compressed transactions appeared as open, this has
been fixed.

Report package 3.8.1
67355479 - The Asset description field in the Capital asset balance report supports now 80 characters.

67423981 - Sorting in the sub-report GeneralLedgerTransaction (Transaction on Account) has been fixed. Corrected:
Now it is sorted by date then by voucher number.

67316692 - The profit and loss reports are now sorted by Account no.

67373247 - Several reports with organisational units as selected parameter, which contains text value in Visma
Business, can now run without any error.

67395843 - The column headlines and details are corrected in the Transactions pr. account report.

67402832 - The Swedish name for the Balance vs. last year report is corrected.

67417812 - The Profit and loss pr. org. unit - 12 month report is corrected to have selection against AcYr and AcTr
instead of AcYrTr.

67373240 - Corrected the amount of lines for 'Sum <X> ' in the Profit and loss pr. org. unit - 12 month report.

67407116 - The grouping is based on the number of the organisational unit in the Profit and loss pr. org. unit - 12
month report.

67421199 - The Account Specification, Supplier Specification and Customer Specification reports are improved.
These reports are removed Account balance, Transactions pr supplier and Transactions pr customer

67307885 - The So far this year column shows correct information in the
ProfitAndLossPrOrgUnitActualComparedToBudgetAndLastYear report when Period 1 is not in January.

67367426 - Renamed the Show rows without transactions check box to Show rows where credit flow and debit flow
balance and the Sale column to Capital asset withdrawal in the Capital Assets Balance report.

67421192 - The Supplier specification report is now using the Estimated Pay Date field instead of the Due Date
field.

Report package 3.7
67353802 - The version number of the reporting package gets automatically appended to the deployed reporting
package name.

67361850 - Solved an issue in Account balance report; drill down functionality is now available for lines with 0
period total.

67370496 - All calculations in the Supplier payment statement report are now based on the estimated pay date instead
of the due date.

67370488 - The date used for the selection of the required data in the Age analysis reports is now the voucher date.
The drill through report is showing records for the same time period as the main report.

67370493 - The Customer income statement report was missing some data. This is resolved and all transactions are
now displayed.
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67362626 - Solved an issue in the Transaction pr. account report; the displayed data in the print layout view and the
PDF export is now correct.

67361189 - New accounting reports added to the reporting package:

• Customer historic ledger
• Supplier historic ledger

Report package 3.6.1
67340009 - New reports to support Euro SOX :

• Accounting specification report
• Account specification report
• Customer specification report
• Supplier specification report
• VAT specification report
• Non-matched credit note report
• Order quantity variance report
• Purchase accrual report
• Sales order margin report
• User login activity report
• User access conflict report

Report package 3.6
67327477 - Fixed issue with wrong calculation in Stock reconciliation report.

67328058 - Fixed issue with duplicated rows when opening reports in Excel.

67328288 - Removed the reports StockBalanceProfile and changed Stock Value report to contain more information.

67327462 - Fixed format of too small field in Customer income statement report.

67315139 - Fixed issue with wrong calculation in budget column in P/L reports.

67325798 - Stock Value Report needs correct grouping and more columns Added translations. New report Stock Value
Detailed.

67321648 - Wrong figures in Stock Turnover Report.

67322431 - Transactions per supplier, invalid hidden statement.

67320844 - Wrong filter details pr org unit in Visma Reporting PL.

67275912 - Added parameters to CustomerOpenAccounts and SupplierOpenAccounts to select up to which date the
report should provide open accounts.

67321174 - Long queries for Visma Reporting rejected by MS SQL Added all customer parameter.

67275773 - Margin problems when printing.

67320479 - New tag for dynamic queries in Visma Reporting reports.

67317215 - No voucher drill down from customer folder in Reporting.

67320445 - Wrong values in Stock Value Report in Visma Reporting.

67318972 - Profit and loss 12 months reports not working Fixed bug found in testing.

67318402 - Grouping on wrong column in profit and loss reports.

67293775 - Fixed scanned images from reporting to doc center and invoice manager.

67313130 - Period incorrect in Visma Reporting if different acc year. Fixed also support correct from and to period.

67284558 - Fixed error when trying to display invoice image from invoice manager.
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67306525 - Fix Report package version numbers+document.

67285649 - Fix crash in StockValue: StcNo is value and Name is label.

67313036 - Extra page in PL reports pr org unit, also fixed some translations that created some confusion before.

67284558, 67293775 - Invoice Manager-fixes.

67257121 - Budget SQL's were not yet transformed into the new logic.

67277097 - Add customer filter, Customer report package version number updates.

67306253 - Multiple NOT in no product transaction-report.

67293775 - Add voucher image link to transact. pr account.

67284558 - InvoiceManager-links.

67284558 - Invoice manager/Voucher update.

67283821 - Budget Graphs.

67282093 - Capital asset balance opening balance bug.

67257121 - First P/L With-reports and balance, version update to Accounting Balance.

67283589 - Transactions pr. account crashes.

67282873 - GL TransacitionDynamic Limit-bug.

67279271 - crash of Transactions per Supplier-report.

67264989 - Balance-report’s components were set too close to the left. On screen there was no visual margin.

67279271 - Transactions pr Supplier-report crashed.

67272648 - Account Balance-report didn’t count the opening balance correctly when Date-parameters were used
together with P/L accounts (Ac.Res = 1).

67282873 - Organizational limitations were not correctly sent to the drill through report from Profit and Loss-reports.

67283589 - Transaction pr. account crashed if organizational units were used.

67284558 - Reports are now compatible with Invoice Manager scanned invoices. Invoice Manager integration requires
Reporting version 3.6.

67283821 - The graph-reports handled incomes in budgets as ‘-‘.

67306253 - No product Transaction report had duplicated ‘NOT’ in sql resulting too few rows.

Report package 2.1

67209768 - It is now possible to use dates as parameters in Profit and Loss reports. This is not possible in the monthly
reports though.

67211568 - EU Quarterly report is replaced now with a monthly report. Report data is now from Account Transactions
table and the report has three new parameters for defining the Turnover Classes.

67234810 - A bug in Visma Reporting caused crash if more than 23 000 products where used in Visma Business.
Product Filter is therefore replaced with two new parameters: From Product and To Product.

67247920 - Not all the drill through reports from P/L reports didn’t get correct parameters from organizational units. If
there was a limitation given on the main report for Org.Units, the information wasn’t passed to the drill through reports.

67231970 - Accounting reports failed if Business didn’t have any organizational units defined. This was case with
the reports that were grouped with organizational units. All the grouped reports have now an additional virtual
organizational unit, R99.

67248778 - Opening balance for Profit and Loss accounts was counted wrongly if accounting year begins in the middle
of the year. Now the reports that have opening balance, the beginning of accounting year is investigated from Account
Periods-table.

67225524 - Budget value for the whole year’s budget in P/L reports was counted wrongly if account intervals was used.
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67210594 - ISO-country codes in some reports are now queried from Country-table instead of hardcoded integer values.

67244407 - Page numbering in Excel is now improved. Earlier all the pages where numbered as ‘1/1’.

67237893 - The stock value report had an incorrect limitation to include only the rows having order numbers. This
restriction is now removed.

67235881 - Date-Parameter Default in Stock Balance Profile-report works now correctly in all the languages. There was
a problem in the date format if Visma Reporting was used in Swedish.

67231384 - Links to Paperless are now fixed. Only link to Visma Document Center worked because of this.

67219759 - Language file ‘nb-NO_Business.language.xml’ is now fixed. There was an error in the part where report
group names where defined. An end tag was missing.

67263624 - Customer Balance report didn’t include the To Period given as the parameter. Now it does.

67262426 - P/L reports didn’t work if organizational units R7…R12 was used. The defined data type in those units was
wrong in the reports. The bug was in all the five P/L reports and Account transaction-reports.
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